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(Chorus)
When it's over and you know it
There's no use of fakin' nothin'
I can't put together
What's already been broken
(You gotta get gone)
(Get gone)
Get gone!
(Get gone)
Get gone!
You gotta get gone! Oh!

Just admit you feelin' bitter
Let me go and you'll feel better
I can't put together
What is gone forever
(You gotta get gone)
(Get gone)
Get gone!
(Get gone)
Get gone!
You gotta get gone! Oh!

When it was just you and me
You were scared I would leave
Didn't understand my loyalty to you indeed
You tried to put a spell on me
With your words of trickery
Without you I'd be nothing less
But you tried to make me believe
Your kisses and hugs were fo'sho
'Cuz under your heavy arm babe I couldn't grow

Your loving was deceiving
Foolish I believed it
Seeing is believing
That's why now I'm leaving

(Chorus)

So you forgot all the past
What we made what we had
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Didn't matter that we felt something that's suppose to
last
When you started stepping out on me
I did my best to hold my peace
I thought at least you'd put me first
Never thought it could get worse
Chasing the chance but no more
'Cuz now it's gotten to the point where I let go

Your loving was deceiving
Foolish I believed it (foolish I believed it)
Seeing is believing
That's why now I'm leaving (that's why I'm leaving you)

(Chorus)

When it's over and you know it
There's no use of fakin' nothin'
Just admit you're feelin' bitter
Let me go and you'll feel better
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